1. The linear geometric-objects of class a are subject to the transformation rule which are partial derivatives of the coordinate transforation ((V*) (cx, <x1,...,n) taken at a fixed point of the manifold (see [1] ). Here m is the number of components of the object co and n is the dimension of the space. We assume m<n, n >1. Denote in bitLef ' -(i). «-(#.
where P and g are mxm and mx1 matrices, respectively. Note that F is a non-singular matrix. The group condition for the transformation rule (1) leads to the following functional equations
ÍÍL^g) = F(L^) F(L2)
(3) gtL^) = g(L2) + g(Ii^) , L^,L2 belonging to «, £ ® . As it was shown by the author in[3] the solutions F of equation (2) depend only on the matrix parameters A«^ and F fulfils the equation
The solutions of this equation for m.s£n are known (see [2] ). Up to the similarity F -C, C a constant matrix, they are of the form
where § (J) is a multiplicative matrix-function of a single real argument J jí 0, and <p(J) is a scalar multiplicative function. Consequently, in order to determine the objects of type (1) we have to solve equation (3) witM a given F defined by (4), (5) or (6). Equation (3) takes the form
The aim of the note is to show that there are no solutions g of (3) depending on parameters of class S3»3, i.e. on A^wgofj» •••» We first show that the function g of (7) does not depend on the parameters A«^,...,«s . where B is the inverse matrix of B.
Putting the decomposition (9) into (7) in place of we get (10) giL^) = P(B|)f(B^ A* b£, ... B*} + k(B^).
' '' s
Comparing (8) and (10) we get from (7)
We may consider f as a vector-function depending only on cx the independent variables A_ with non-decreasing inrdices < «o<... < a. (because A** are symmetric T c. a w^ t ... f otg in lower indices). Denote by
the canonical equence of variables in which 1 stands in place of ( * ) , the other entries being zero. Then every se-
Since, by (12), the function f is additive, to prove f = 0 it is sufficient to show that (15) f (a E** ) = 0 for every a e R .
«1>•••f«g
Substituting canonical variables into (11) we get
where
(The sttm is over all permutations of oc ^,... ,<*8).
In the case (6) we have F(B) = $(J)t J = det B. Then for every unimodular matrix B we have F{B) = E and from (11) we get (18) f ( Taking into account that f 9 (E" ^ ^ J = 0 if the indices v ,« t are different from those mentioned in 1° and 2°, we can reduce (27) to the following fona. 
This completes the case (4).
In a similar, we obtain the same conclusion in the case (5) as well. Assuming that B is unimodular we obtain then instead of (23) and Its Inconsistence may take place if s = n + 2 >3,or s = 2 and | fL tocJ «2)» ^e latter case is excluded by our initial assumption s>3.
_5.
Remark. Let us note that our resiilts obtained in cases (4) and (6) are valid for s>2, but the case (5) requieres s >3. As the author has-shown in [4] there exist non trivial solutions of equation (7) depending on the second order parameters
Hence we have proved that Substituting this into (7) and making use of (30) we get 
